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Foreword and Acknowledgement

Ames Forestry Club
FOREWORD

We have attempted to provide a pleasing informative medium of contact between the Iowa State Forestry Department, its students, alums, similar institutions, and all persons interested in the promising profession of forestry.

We congratulate the seniors of 1957 who will soon be practicing their profession and honor them by placing them in front. We hope this memoir will in later busy years provide for them a moment of tranquility.
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The staff bows to all who made working on this new AMES FORESTER format a pleasure and left us with a sincere debt of gratitude. We pay tribute to the students and faculty whose guidance and support aided us very much. We deeply appreciate the freelance contributions of the writers. We thank our subscribers who made possible an economic printing bloc. And especially, we express deep appreciation to the patrons and advertisers whose interest made possible the financial success of this publication.